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Becoming a stepmother is a life-altering event in any woman's life. The issues are extraordinarily
complex and women are overwhelmingly unprepared. Yet concerns usually focus on the effect
remarriage has on the children. The Enlightened Stepmother approaches the subject from a
totally new perspective -- that of the stepmother. Based on information -- sometimes
controversial -- from stepmoms of all ages, occupations and lifestyles, who know from
experience what works, what doesn't and why --What you need to know about your new family
before you become part of it.How to get off to the right start. (It's hard to change a relationship
once you've taken the path of least resistance.)How to prevent, rather than cure, the stepmom's
classic pitfalls.What you need to recognize about your relationship with your husband's
children.How to handle relationships between your kids and his.Why you need to give your
marriage top priority.How to make sure others are aware that this is your life too.Why you need to
develop a working relationship with your stepchildren's mother.How to understand the inevitable
stages every stepfamily passes through.How to overcome the guilt of not loving -- or even liking
-- your stepchildren.How to avoid feeling guilty in circumstances over which you have no
control.Why a successful stepfamily is as unique as every stepmom.AND MUCH MORE

From the Back CoverBecoming a stepmother is a life-altering event in any woman's life. The
issues are extraordinarily complex and women are overwhelmingly unprepared. Yet concerns
usually focus on the effect remarriage has on the children. THE ENLIGHTENED STEPMOTHER
approaches the subject from a totally new perspective -- that of the stepmother. Based on
information -- sometimes controversial -- from stepmoms of all ages, occupations and lifestyles,
who know from experience what works, what doesn't and why ---- What you need to know about
your new family before you become part of it.-- How to get off to the right start. (It's hard to
change a relationship once you've taken the path of least resistance.)-- How to prevent, rather
than cure, the stepmom's classic pitfalls.-- What you need to recognize about your relationship
with your husband's children.-- How to handle relationships between your kids and his.-- Why
you need to give your marriage top priority.-- How to make sure others are aware that this is your
life too.-- Why you need to develop a working relationship with your stepchildren's mother.-- How
to understand the inevitable stages every stepfamily passes through.-- How to overcome the
guilt of not loving -- or even liking -- your stepchildren.-- How to avoid feeling guilty in
circumstances over which you have no control.-- Why a successful stepfamily is as unique as
every J030681stepmom.AND MUCH MOREAbout the AuthorPerdita Kirkness Norwood,
stepmother to four now-adult children, is a stepmother advocate who leads support groups,
focus groups and workshop on the subject. She lives in Connecticut.Teri Wingender is a
freelance newpaper and magazine writer. She lives in New York.
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A. Sir, “Depressing but Packed With Info. I am on the verge of becoming a Stepmother (should I
choose to go forth in my relationship). I know of NO other woman who is in my position. The
great thing about this book is that I felt like finally "someone" was on my side, that many things
I've felt (frustration, not loving my boyfriend's son or even always liking him, feeling jealous at
times that he is more important to his dad than I am) were valid and even common reactions.
However, the underlying message of this book seems to be, no matter what you do your step
kids will most likely hate you, his ex might hate you, he probably won't support you, and this will
continue on into your old age. This book said it wasn't negative, yet I got nothing positive out of it,
it seemed that every example used was of an unhappy stepmom, unsupported and practically
invisible. And over and over the husband seemed absent, no support to her, not active in the
situation. Though my b/f is a VERY hands on father, so I don't have to play the mother role too
much, this book left me confused and doubtful that I should even attempt this. So I guess if you
want your eyes opened, this book will certainly do it! I just didn't find it very encouraging -
perhaps there aren't enough "happy ending" step-marriages to use as examples? That can't be
good!”

Tiffany S., “Must Have Book!!!!!. When I became engaged to my husband 3 years ago, I knew I
needed to find some sort of guide to help me understand my role as a stepmother to a 7 year old
girl. While my parents have been divorced since I was a kid and my father remarried, I felt that
educating myself as much as I could, would be my best path to success. This book has been
invaluable. I still refer to it as a blended family is a constantly evolving, organic thing. It has
helped me check my reasonability, sanity and has given me much needed support and
guidance. It is not always easy to know what the "right" answer is or when to give and when to
ask. This book is balanced and truly addresses every family members needs as being valid and
important. I cannot recommend this book enough.”

Edie from Cleveland, “Straightforward and No-Nonsense. This is a book that gets right to the
point and doesn't waste my time throwing fakey "hugs and support" icons my way. It treats me as
an independent and highly competent adult. The facts are there, the likelihoods, probabilities
and tendencies and indications are all spelled out as well. It was well-written and researched
and held my attention.This book may have saved my marriage (time will tell.) The plain-spoken-
ness of the text informed me and my husband more concisely than the $250/hr psychologist we
had been seeing.If you are or about to become a stepmother, read it now. Let me repeat, read it
now.”

Lynn, “It was a good read, had lots of tips and yes. I read this book and purchased it for another
marrying a person with a child. It was a good read, had lotsof tips and yes, like the title,
enlightened me in some of my thinking. I actually underlined or highlightedthe sentences and



paragraphs that were relevant to me - and that's saying a lot right there. I've neverread a 'self
help' book that I've read to the end.”

Sara, “So glad I read this.. "The Enlightened Stepmother" was one of many books I read on how
to build a successful blended family. It was far and away the best on the subject. I treated this like
a textbook and worked out all the exercises. It brought up so much for discussion and before you
knew it my future husband was working his way through the book with me!Highly highly
recommend this.”

The book by Carol Boley has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 38 people have provided feedback.
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